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The Q of a radio coil â€” a. When a generator of internal impedance and operating at 1GHz feeds a load via a
coaxial line of characteristic impedance 50 ohm then the voltage wave ratio on the feed line is â€” a. B 23 A
starts business with Rs. After a year, the profit is divided in the ratio 2: D 24 Ronald and Elan are working on
an assignment. Ronald takes 6 hours to type 32 pages on a computer, while Elan takes 5 hours to type 40
pages. How much time will they take, working together on two different computers to type an assignment of
pages? A 7 hours 30 minutes B 8 hours C 8 hours 15 minutes D 8 hours 25 minutes Ans: Who among these
will take the least time if put to do it alone? A 80 days B days C days D days Ans: C 26 A cistern can be filled
by a tap in 4 hours while it can be emptied by another tap in 9 hours. If both taps are openedsimultaneously,
then after how much time will the cistern get filled? D 27 Pipe a can fill a tank in 5 hours, pipe B in 10 hours
and pipe C in 30 hours. If all the pipes are open, in how many hours will the tank completely? C 28 A thief
steals a car at 2. The theft is discovered at 3 p. When will be overtake the thief. E 29 Two trains starting at the
same time from two stations km apart, and going in opposite directions cross each other at a distance of km
from one of the stations. What is the ratio of their speeds A 9: Two trains each m long, moving in opposite
directions, cross each other in 8 seconds. English, 15 questions Direction In each of the following questions,
find out which part of the sentence has an error. The following questions consist of two words each that have a
certain relationship to each other, followed by four lettered pairs of words. Select the lettered pair that has the
same relationship as the original pair of words. In each of the following questions, a sentence has been given
in Active or passive voice. Out of the four alternatives suggested select the one which best express the same
sentence in Passive or Active Voice. His pocket has been picked. Someone gave her a bull dog. A She was
given a bull dog. B a bull dog was given to her C She has been given a bull dog D She is being given a bull
dog by someone Ans: Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to make the
sentence meaningfully complete He succeeded in getting possessionâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦.. Now a day Rajani is
â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. Had the police not reached there in time the bandits him A Did have killed B will have killed C
would kill D would have killed Ans: Aptitude 15 questions The questions are based on the following data six
knights â€” P, Q, R, S, T and U â€” assemble for a long journey in two traveling parties. For security, each
traveling party consists of at least two knights. The two parties travel by separate routes, northern and
southern. After one month, the routes of the northern and southern groups converge for a brief time and at that
point the knights can, if they wish, rearrange their traveling. Parties before continuing, again in two parties
along separate northern and southern routes. Throughout the entire trip, the composition of traveling parties
must be in accord with the following conditions P and R are deadly enemies and, although they may meet
briefly, can never travel together. If one of the two parties of knights consists of P and U and two other knights
and travels by the southern route, the other members of this party besides P and U must be a Q and S.
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A constant voltage is applied between the 2 ends of a uniform metallic wire. Some heat is developed in it. The
heat developed is doubled if a both the length and radius of the wire are halved. The shape of a spot of light
produced when bright sunshine passes perpendicular through a hole of very small size is a Square, because the
hole is a square b Round, because it is an image of the sun c Round with a small penumbra around it d Square
with a small penumbra Ans. Some forms are books All books are made of paper a Some forms are made of
paper b Some forms are not made of paper c No forms are made of paper d None of the above Ans. All toffees
are chocolates Some toffees are not good for health a Some chocolates are not good for health b Some toffees
are good for health c No toffees are good for health d Both a and b Ans. The problems below contain a
question and two statements giving certain data. You have to decide whether the data given in the statements
are sufficient for answering the questions. B If statement II alone is sufficient but statement I alone is not
sufficient. C If both statements together are sufficient but neither of statements alone is sufficient. D If both
together are not sufficient. E If statements I and II are identical. If a ground is rectangular, what is its width? I
The ratio of its length to its breadth is 7: If the present age of my father is 39 yrs and my present age is x yrs,
what is x? I Next year my mother will be four times as old as i would be. II My brother is 2 years older than I
and my father is 4 years older than my mother. How many brothers and sisters are there in the family of seven
children? I Each boy in the family has as many sisters as brothers II Each of the girl in the family has twice as
many brothers as sisters Ans. I x is the reciprocal of y II x is not equal to 1 Ans. First pair of letters should
have the same relationship as the second pair of letters or vice versa.
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Wipro Latest Placement papers with Answers Wipro aptitude logical reasoning question papers Read each
sentence to find if there is any grammatical error in it. If there is any error, it will be only one part of the
sentence. The number or alphabet of that part is your answer. Disregard punctuation errors if any 1. A
Directions for Questions Find the incorrect sentence. A the odds are against him. B Let me thread the needle.
C A nurse is taking care of him. A Let me put my sign here. B These cattle are mine. D He has no knowledge
of and no interest in music. A He has no desire for fame. B I intend going to Calcutta. C He is too miserly to
part with his money. D He has invited me for dinner. C Directions for Questions In each of the following
questions, some sentence are given which are on the same theme. Find the correct sentence. Our school had
won the match if only we have concentrated. Our school would have won the match if only we would have
concentrated. Our school would win the match if only we had concentrated. Our school had won the match if
only we would have concentrated. Our school would have won the match if only we had concentrated. He will
not pay unless he is not compelled B. He will not pay unless he will be compelled C. He will not pay unless he
is compelled D. Since he lacked needed money, he never turned down anyone who needed help. Being not
rich by any means, but he never turned away anyone who needed help. A I was asked to stop writing. B She
denied to go with me. C My hairs stood on end. D I am reading this novel for four days. The teacher asked the
student with a frown on his face, to leave the room. The teacher asked with a frawn on his face the student to
leave the room. With a frawn on his face, the teacher asked the student to leave the room. The teacher asked
the student to leave the room with a frawn on his face. In each of the following questions, a paragraph or a
sentence has been broken up into different parts. The parts have been scrambled and numbered as given
below. Choose the correct order of these parts from the given alternatives. A 4,6,2,5,8,9,7,1,3 B
4,6,3,1,9,7,2,5,8 C 6,2,4,5,1,9,7,3,8 D 6,4,2,1,9,7,3,5,8 Ans:
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Beat about the bush a Discuss a matter without coming to the point b Roaming without any goal c Killing the
snake near the bush d Taciturn 3 Arrange the below statements in the order of their occurrence. Note that the
first S1 and last statement S6 are given. In the middle of one side of the square sits the Chairman of the
committee, the most important person in the room. For a committee is not just a mere collection of
individuals. On him rests much of the responsibility for the success or failure of the committee. As the
meeting opens, he runs briskly through a number of formalities. From the moment its members meet, it begins
to have a sort nebulous life of its own. There is an error in one of the parts. Point out the part which has an
error. Another word is to be found from the given alternatives, having the same relationship with this word as
the words in the given pair. Choose the correct alternative. Choose the most appropriate answer to each
question. The story does not end here. This much for tax angle. The above represents only a few of the
extraneous reasons for the high cost of Indian machines. The machine tool industry in India has an enviable
record of very quick technology absorptions, assimilation and development. It will be a pity in fact a tragedy if
we allow this industry to die and disappear from the scene. It is to be noted that India is at least km away from
any dependable source of supply of machine tools. The Government of India has always given a great deal of
importance to the development of small scale and medium scale industries. This industry has also performed
pretty well. Then what is it that industry requests from Government. It wants level playing fields. In fact, all of
us must have a deep introspection and recognise the fact that the machine tool industry has a very special place
in the country from the point of strategic and vital intersects of the nation. Most important, it requests for the
Govt. E severe competition among the small and medium scale industries. E None of these.
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